
Hands on Soils and Seismic
by Debbie Parkins, PE & Kelby Williams, PE
Get a feel for AZ soils and applicability for nondestructive testing methods



Soil Basics

BEAT                     Proctor                           

◦

BAKE                    Plasticity

WATER                 Collapse Potential                 Field Work

WEIGH                  Compression

REPEAT                 Swell Potential



Problem Soils
Expansive Soils Collapsible Soils

http://www.azgs.az.gov/hazards_problemsoils.shtml

http://www.foundeng.com/blog/



SEISMIC REFRACTION THEORY



What is Seismic Refraction?
ØThe study of 
subsurface velocities, 
related to material 
density
ØAnalysis of seismic 
wave arrival times at 
geophone locations 
gives the wave 
velocity through 
subsurface layer(s)
ØObtain depth to 
rock and/or dense 
material
ØLess invasive than 
drill rig exploration
ØOption for difficult 
terrain that drill rigs 
cannot reach



Limitations
ØCan detect features up to 1/5th the length of 
test line
ØLess dense (less hard) layers can be “hidden” 
beneath harder layers and go undetected
ØElevation changes must be minimal
ØBackground noise can interfere with readings



Process

Ø Sledgehammer 
strikes a metal 
plate to create 
sound waves       
(2 strikes per end)

ØWaves travel through subsurface, 
refracting (changing direction) upon 
striking harder layer

ØGeophones 
record time 
required to 
detect refracted 
waves at surface

Ø Seismodule is setup at each end of the line, 
and “shots” recorded at both ends



Data Analysis
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Ø SeisImager program plots Distance vs Time, 
and velocity changes are manually interpreted

ØVelocities through subsurface are calculated, 
and profile view of detected layers is 
generated

o Loose/Soft Soil- 800 to 2000 feet/second
o Dense/Hard Soil - 2000 to 4000 ft/s
o Weathered Rock - 4000 to 8000 ft/s
o Hard Rock - 8000+ ft/s



Rippable Seismic Parameters



CASE STUDY:
Arizona Biltmore Hotel

ØHistorical analyses indicated shallow rock
ØNo large, noisy equipment to disturb guests
ØMinimal site disturbance to existing landscaping
ØThree test lines completed within 2 hours


